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How can we get the most out of our close relationships? Research in the area of personal
relationships continues to grow, but most prior work has emphasized how to overcome
negative aspects. This volume demonstrates that a good relationship is more than simply
the absence of a bad relationship, and that establishing and maintaining optimal
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such as intimacy, attachment, passion, sacrifice, and compassionate goals, the essays in
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produce optimal relationships. The volume also includes a section on intensive and
abbreviated interventions that have been empirically validated to be effective in promoting
the positive features of close relationships.
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心理学一般

4. Lee, V.L.

Beyond Behaviorism. Originally Published in
1988. June 2016, 208pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9781138641280 ¥23,420

【科学の働き - 進化論をめぐって】
1. Ellis, R. J.

How Science Works: Evolution (A Student
Primer), 2nd Edition. May 2016, ca.100pp., Paperback
¥22,450

(Springer)

ISBN

9789401777476

Evolution is just a theory, isn’t it? What is a scientific theory
anyway? Don’t scientists prove things? What is the difference between a fact, a hypothesis and a theory in science?
How does scientific thinking differ from religious thinking?
Why are most leading scientists atheists? Are science and
religion compatible? Why are there so many different religious beliefs but only one science?

【国際予防科学ハンドブック】
2. Israelashvili, M. & J. Romano (eds)

The Cambridge Handbook of International
Prevention Science. (Series: Cambridge Hand-

books in Psychology) Sept 2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.) ISBN 9781107087972 ¥31,370
The Cambridge Handbook of International Prevention Science offers a comprehensive global overview on prevention
science with the most up-to-date research from around the
world. Over 100 scholars from 27 different countries (including Australia, Bhutan, Botswana, India, Israel, Mexico,
Singapore, South Korea, Spain and Thailand) contributed
to this volume, which covers a wide range of topics important to prevention science. It includes major sections on
the foundations of prevention as well as examples of new
initiatives in the field, detailing current prevention efforts
across the five continents. A unique and innovative volume,
The Cambridge Handbook of International Prevention Science is a valuable resource for established scholars, early
professionals, students, practitioners and policy-makers.

5. Long, W.

A History of ‘Relevance’ in Psychology. (Pal-

grave Studies in the Theory and History of Psychology) May 2016, 220pp., Hardback
(Palgrave
Macmillan/Springer)
ISBN 9781137474889
¥16,320

This book represents the first attempt to historicise and
theorise appeals for ‘relevance’ in psychology. It argues that
the persistence of questions about the ‘relevance’ of psychology derives from the discipline’s terminal inability to define its subject matter, its reliance on a socially disinterested
science to underwrite its knowledge claims, and its consequent failure to address itself to the needs of a rapidly
changing world. The chapters go on to consider the ‘relevance’ debate within South African psychology, by critically
analysing discourse of forty-five presidential, keynote and
opening addresses delivered at annual national psychology
congresses between 1950 and 2011, and observes how appeals for ‘relevance’ were advanced by reactionary, progressive and radical psychologists alike. The book presents,
moreover, the provocative thesis that the revolutionary
quest for ‘social relevance’ that began in the 1960s has been
supplanted by an ethic of ‘market relevance’ that threatens
to isolate the discipline still further from the anxieties of
broader society. With powerful interest groups continuing to
co-opt psychologists without relent, this is a development
that only psychologists of conscience can arrest.

【成人メンタルヘルスハンドブック】
6. O‘Reilly, M. &; J. N. Lester (eds)

The Palgrave Handbook of Adult Mental
Health. June 2016, 704pp., Hardback (Palgrave

【不確実性と行動】
3. Kreye, M.E.

Uncertainty and Behaviour: Perceptions,
Decisions and Actions in Business. April 2016,

152pp.,
Hardback
(Routledge)
9781472482419 ¥19,520

【心理学における関連性の歴史】

ISBN

The book is divided into two main parts. Part I deals with
the behaviour of individuals facing uncertainty and includes
accessible explanations and examples of every-day applications, while Part II deals with behaviour in organisations
facing uncertainty, where insights from Part I are combined
and related to the organisational and work context to explore how, for example, (mis)-perceptions and decision-making biases impact managerial life. This is a must
read for both managers and those who are seeking to better
understand their own behaviour and management approach.

Macmillan/Springer)
¥42,660

ISBN

9781137496843

This Handbook gathers together empirical and theoretical
chapters from leading scholars and clinicians to examine
the broad issue of adult mental health. The contributors
draw upon data from a variety of contexts to illustrate the
multiple ways in which language as action can assist us in
better understanding the discursive practices that surround
adult mental health. Conversation and discourse analysis
are useful, related approaches for the study of mental
health conditions, particularly when underpinned by a social constructionist framework. In the field of mental health,
the use of these two approaches is growing, with emergent
implications for adults with mental health conditions, their
practitioners, and/or their families. Divided into four parts;
Reconceptualising Mental Health and Illness; Naming, Labelling and Diagnosing; The Discursive Practice of Psychiatry; and Therapy and Interventions; this Handbook provides
a comprehensive overview of current debates regarding
adult mental health.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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【質的研究としての現象学】

数理・統計心理学

7. Paley, J.

Phenomenology as Qualitative Research: A
Critical Analysis of Meaning Attribution. Aug
2016, 240pp., Hardback
9781138652811 ¥24,720

(Routledge)

ISBN

Phenomenology originated as a novel way of doing philosophy early in the twentieth century. In the writings of Husserl and Heidegger, regarded as its founders, it was a
non-empirical kind of philosophical enquiry. Although this
tradition has continued in a variety of forms, ‘phenomenology’ is now also used to denote an empirical form of qualitative research (PQR), especially in health, psychology and
education. However, the methods adopted by researchers in
these disciplines have never been subject to detailed critical
analysis; nor have the methods advocated by methodological writers who are regularly cited in the research literature.

【季節調整法と実時間循環変動推計】
11. Bee Dagum, E. & S. Bianconcini

Seasonal Adjustment Methods and Real
Time Trend-Cycle Estimation. .(Statistics for

Social and Behavioral Sciences) June
ca.305pp.,
Hardback
(Springer)
9783319318202 ¥22,450

2016,
ISBN

This book explores widely used seasonal adjustment
methods and recent developments in real time trend-cycle
estimation. It discusses in detail the properties and limitations of X12ARIMA, TRAMO-SEATS and STAMP - the main
seasonal adjustment methods used by statistical agencies.
Several real-world cases illustrate each method and real
data examples can be followed through-out the text.

8. Richelle, M.N.

B.F. Skinner - A Reappraisal. Originally published in 1993. June 2016, 242pp., Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN 9781138644694 ¥23,420

【新しい統計学入門】
12. Cumming, G. & R. Calin-Jageman

Introduction to the New Statistics: Estimation, Open Science, and Beyond. Aug 2016,

640pp.,
Hardback
(Routledge)
9781138825512 ¥29,930

9. Zeiler, M.D. & T. Thompson (eds)

Analysis and Integration of Behavioral Units.
Originally published in 1986. June 2016, 368pp.,
Hardback
(Routledge)
ISBN 9781138659612
¥25,760

【１００人の科学者が語る＜行動と脳＞】
10. Stemberg, R.J. et al. (eds)

Scientists Making a Difference: One Hundred Eminent Behavioral and Brain Scientists Talk about Their Most Important
Contributions. July 2016, Hardback (Cambridge

U.P.) ISBN 9781107127135 ca.¥17,920

(Paperback ISBN 9781107566378 ¥6,270)
Scientists Making a Difference is a fascinating collection of
first-person narratives from the top psychological scientists
of the modern era. These readable essays highlight the most
important contributions to theory and research in psychological science, show how the greatest psychological scientists formulate and think about their work, and illustrate
how their ideas develop over time. In particular, the authors
address what they consider their most important scientific
contribution, how they got the idea, how the idea matters
for the world beyond academic psychology, and what they
would like to see as the next steps in research. The contributors, who were chosen from an objectively compiled list of
the most eminent psychological scientists, provide a broad
range of insightful perspectives. This book is essential
reading for students, researchers and professionals interested in learning about the development of the biggest ideas
in modern psychological science, described firsthand by the
scientists themselves.

ISBN

(Paperback ISBN 9781138825529 ¥11,700)
This is the first introductory statistics text to use an estimation approach from the start to help readers understand effect sizes, confidence intervals (CIs), and meta-analysis (‘the
new statistics’). It is also the first text to explain the new and
exciting Open Science practices, which encourage replication and enhance the trustworthiness of research. In addition, the book explains NHST fully so students can
understand published research. Numerous real research
examples are used throughout. The book uses today’s most
effective learning strategies and promotes critical thinking,
comprehension, and retention, to deepen users’ understanding of statistics and modern research methods. The
free ESCI (Exploratory Software for Confidence Intervals)
software makes concepts visually vivid, and provides calculation and graphing facilities. The book can be used with or
without ESCI.

13. Fox, J.

Using the R Commander: A Point-and-Click
Interface for R. Aug 2016, 236pp., Paperback

(Chapman & Hall/CRC)
¥10,140

ISBN 9781498741903

14. Lewis, T.H.

Complex Survey Data Analysis with SAS. Aug
2016, 333pp., Hardback (Chapman & Hall/CRC)
ISBN 9781498776776 ¥15,090

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ

洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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15. Mukhopadhyay, P.

Complex Surveys: Analysis of Categorical
Data. May 2016, 248pp., Hardback (Springere)

in the context of the continuing development of philosophical theories; End-of-chapter bibliographies that provide references for further discussions and additional research
topics; Discussions on the use and applicability of software
when appropriate

ISBN 9789811008702 ¥19,380

【R による統計法と応用】
19. Wilcox, R.R.

【項目応答理論・第１巻】
16. van der Linden, W. (ed)

Handbook of Item Response Theory, Vol 1:
Models. Aug 2016, 624pp., Hardback (Chapman

& Hall/CRC) ISBN 9781466514317 ¥23,160

Drawing on the work of internationally acclaimed experts in
the field, Handbook of Item Response Theory, Volume One:
Models presents all major item response models. This first
volume in a three-volume set covers many model developments that have occurred in item response theory (IRT)
during the last 20 years. It describes models for different
response formats or response processes, the need of deeper
parameterization due to a multilevel or hierarchical structure of the response data, and other extensions and insights.

Understanding and Applying Basic Statistical Methods Using R. June 2016, 416pp., Hardback (Wiley) ISBN 9781119061397 ¥14,330

Features a straightforward and concise resource for introductory statistical concepts, methods, and techniques using
R. Understanding and Applying Basic Statistical Methods
Using R uniquely bridges the gap between advances in statistical literature and methods routinely used by
non-statisticians. Providing a conceptual basis for understanding the relative merits and applications of these
methods, the book features modern insights and advances
relevant to basic techniques in terms of dealing with
nonnormality, outliers, heteroscedasticity (unequal variances), and curvature.

【区間打切りデータの多状態生存モデル】
17. van den Hout, A.
Multi-State Survival Models for Interval-Censored Data. Aug 2016, 232pp., Hardback
(Chapman &
9781466568402 ¥16,650

Hall/CRC)

ISBN

Multi-state models describe stochastic processes that consist of transitions between states over time, such as the
three-state illness-death model. Interval-censored data is
extremely common as the exact time of transition from one
state to another is unknown—only an interval of time is
known. This book shows how to study this type of data.
Many examples using real data from the medical and social
science literature illustrate the methods. R and WinBUGS
code is also provided to implement the methods, with the
code and data available for download online.

【統計学と因果律】
18. Wedermann, W. & A. von Eye (eds)

Statistics and Causality: Methods for Applied Empirical Research. (Wiley Series in

Probability and Statistics)
June 2016, 472pp.,
Hardback
(Wiley)
ISBN 9781118947043
¥20,610

The book is divided into five accessible and independent
parts. The first part introduces the foundations of causal
structures and discusses issues associated with standard
mechanistic and difference-making theories of causality.
The second part features novel generalizations of methods
designed to make statements concerning the direction of
effects. The third part illustrates advances in
Granger-causality testing and related issues. The fourth
part focuses on counterfactual approaches and propensity
score analysis. Finally, the fifth part presents designs for
causal inference with an overview of the research designs
commonly used in epidemiology. Statistics and Causality:
Methods for Applied Empirical Research also includes: New
statistical methodologies and approaches to causal analysis

生理・神経心理学
【人格、社会的認知、性格の神経イメージング】
20. Absher, J. & J. Cloutier (eds)

Neuroimaging Personality, Social Cognition,
and Character. Feb 2016, 420pp., Hardback
(Academic Pr.) ISBN 9780128009352 ¥22,410

Neuroimaging Personality, Social Cognition, and Character
covers the science of combining brain imaging with other
analytical techniques for use in understanding cognition,
behavior, consciousness, memory, language, visual perception, emotional control, and other human attributes. Multidimensional brain imaging research has led to a greater
understanding of character traits such as honesty, generosity, truthfulness, and foresight previously unachieved by
quantitative mapping. This book summarizes the latest
brain imaging research pertaining to character with structural and functional human brain imaging in both normal
individuals and those with brain disease or disorder, including psychiatric disorders. By reviewing and synthesizing the latest structural and functional brain imaging
research related to character, this book situates itself into
the larger framework of cognitive neuroscience, psychiatric
neuroimaging, related fields of research, and a wide range of
academic fields, such as politics, psychology, medicine, education, law, and religion.

（生理心理学】
21. Blundell, J.

Physiological Psychology. Originally published
in 1975. June 2016, 142pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9781138191723 ¥20,820

Physiological psychology deals with the interaction between
‘under the skin’ physiological variables and the personal
and social context in which organisms live. Originally pub-

洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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lished in 1975, much of this book has relevance for the understanding of human action: knowledge of physiological
mechanisms underlying psychological functions can throw
light on conditions such as obesity, schizophrenia, and the
emotional disorders, and on procedures such as psychosurgery and drug therapy.

22. Blackman, D.E. & H. Lejeune (eds)

Behaviour Analysis in Theory and Practice:
Contributions and Controversies. June 2016,
Paperback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781138876941
¥9,100

Originally published in 1990.

sumptions underlying the most widely used methods; the
current status of influential theories, like Stellar’s 2-center
theory of motivation and Papez’s theory of emotion; the relationship between psychological theory and physiological
data, such as recent accounts of the visual system; the
problems presented by ‘emergent properties’ like consciousness.

【統合失調書の神経心理病理学】
26. Li, M. & W. D. Spaulding, (eds)

The Neuropsychopathology of Schizophrenia: Molecules, Brain Systems, Motivation,
and Cognition. (Nebraska Symposium on Motivation, Volume 63)
May 2016, 267pp., Hardback
9783319305943 ¥18,360

【脳のフラクタル幾何学】
23. Di Ieva, A. (ed)

The Fractal Geometry of the Brain. (Springer
Series in Computational Neuroscience) June 2016,
599pp.,
Hardback
(Springer)
ISBN
9781493939930 ¥34,690
CONTENTS: Part I. Introduction to Fractal Geometry and
its Applications to Neurosciences.- The Fractal Geometry of
the Brain: An Overview.- 2.Box-Counting Fractal Analysis:
A Primer for the Clinician.- Tenets and Methods of Fractal
Analysis (1/f noise).- 4.Tenets, Methods and Applications of
Multifractal Analysis in Neurosciences.- Part II. Fractals in
Neuroanatomy and Basic Neurosciences.

24. Green, S.

Physiological Psychology: An Introduction.
July 2016, 394pp., Hardback
9781138192232 ¥28,630

(Routledge)

ISBN

Originally published in 1987 this title was designed as a
textbook for first degree students of psychology and provides an introduction to the major topics within the subject
of physiological psychology. The aim was to cover these
major subject areas and at the same time to provide indications of advances made in the previous two decades. Today
the book is still suitable for all levels of study, from beginning students to final year level, who wish to cover historical
aspects of physiological psychology.

【演劇を通した神経学 -ジャン＝マルタン・シャルコー
のドラマツルギー】
27. Marshall, J. W.

Performing Neurology: The Dramaturgy of
Dr Jean-Martin Charcot. April 2016, 285pp.,

(Routledge)

ISBN 9781138640092

At the time of original publication psychobiology was one of
the most rapidly developing areas of psychology. Its growth
owed much to recent advances both in techniques for studying the physiological bases of behaviour and in major conceptual advances in the way people thought about the brain.
First published in 1989, this textbook introduction to the
field looks at the state of psychobiology in the light of these
advances. The issues covered include: the factors that have
shaped the current state of the field; the value of animal
subjects in the study of psychological processes; the problems of studying the brain, including the theoretical as-

ISBN

This text provides a study of Jean-Martin Charcot, a
founding figure in the history of neurology as a discipline
and a colleague of Sigmund Freud. It argues that Charcot’s
diagnostic and pedagogic models, explaining both how disease is recognized and described and how to teach the act
of neuro-logical diagnosis, should be considered through a
theatrical lens.

【臨床神経心理学の技法】
28. Parsons, T. D.

Clinical Neuropsychology and Technology:
What’s New and How We Can Use It. April

2016, 185pp., Hardback
9783319310732 ¥13,670

【精神生物学の諸問題／リプリント版】
25. Legg, C.R.
Issues in Psychobiology. June 2016, 224pp.,

ISBN

One of the first major theoretical reviews of schizophrenia
since the publication of the 5th edition of the APA’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, the DSM-5, this volume is a
landmark in the history of schizophrenia research. It assembles recent groundbreaking developments in research
on schizophrenia and reaffirms its central place in the
mental health research agenda.

Hardcover (Palgrave Macmillan/Springer)
9781137517616 ¥16,320

【生理心理学入門】

Hardback
¥23,420

(Springer)

(Springer)

ISBN

CONTENTS: Introduction.- Historical development of neuropsychology’s changing roles and tools.- Improved ecological validity through-out enhanced technologies.- Frontal
subcortical circuits and modeling of hot and cool cognitive
functioning.- Assessment.- Over-view of computerized neuropsychological assessment devices.- Psychometric issues
in neuropsychological assessment using novel technologies.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ

洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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【ラテラリティ - 左利きの謎】
29. Porac, C.

Laterality: Exploring the Enigma of
Left-Handedness. Jan 2016, 232pp., Paperback

(Academic Pr.) ISBN 9780128013571 ¥8,950

A comprehensive overview of scientific research on laterality
that not only tells us what is true, but also debunks commonly held misperceptions about laterality

for mental disorders. Widely-studied and lesser-used species are examined in models that capture features along the
continuum of normative and pathological behavior.

35. Lea, S.

Instinct, Environment and Behaviour. June
2016, 148pp., Paperback
9781138850453 ¥9,100

(Psychology Pr.)

ISBN

(Hardback 2014 ISBN 9781138850439 ¥20,820)

30. Riccio, C. & J. Sullivan (eds)

Pediatric Neurotoxicology: Academic and
Psychosocial Outcomes. (Specialty Topics in Pediatric Neuropsychology)
Hardback
(Springer)
¥13,670

June 2016, ca.200pp.,
ISBN 9783319323565

36. Shively, C. & M.E. Wilson (eds)

Social Inequalities in Health in Nonhuman
Primates: The Biology of the Gradienty. (Developments in Primatology: Progress and prospects)
April 2016, 262pp., Hardback (Springer) ISBN
9783319308708 ¥27,550

31. Rosen, G.D.

The Dyslexic Brain: New Pathways in Neuroscience Discovery. June 2016, Paperback

発達・教育心理学

(Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781138004269 ¥9,100

(Hardback 2006 ISBN 9780805858891 ¥23,420)

【サイバーいじめ】
37. Betts, L.

Cyberbullying: Approaches, Consequences
and Interventions.
May 2016, ca.145pp.,

動物心理学

Hardback
(Palgrave Macmillan/Springer) ISBN
9781137500083 ¥12,240

32. De Waal, F.

Primates and Philosophers: How Morality
Evolved. 2016, Paperback (Princeton U.P.) ISBN

9780691169163 ¥3,210

Drawing on research evidence and media coverage, this
book explores a number of key debates surrounding
cyberbullying.The increasing digitization of society affords
many benefits; however, some of these ben-efits are offset
by more adverse consequences.Cyberbullying represents
one of the adverse consequences of technology use, which
has become a topic of increasing societal concern.

【動物における画像知覚】
33. Fagot, J. (ed)

Picture Perception in Animals. June 2016, Pa-

perback
¥9,100

(Psychology Pr.)

ISBN 9781138877368

Originally published in 2000. Animal researchers commonly present pictures to their subjects, usually birds or monkeys, in order to infer how natural objects are perceived and
conceptualised, or to discover the brain mechanisms underlying these abilities. This unique book questions the
premise of this experimental approach and asks whether or
not pictures can be considered as ecologically valid and realistic stimuli for animals.

38. Bergman, L.R. et al. (eds)

Developmental Science and the Holistic Approach. Originally published in 2000. June 2016,

Paperback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781138003378
¥9,100

39. Boeren, E.

Lifelong Learning Participation in a Changing Policy Context: An Interdisciplinary
Theory. 2016, 208pp., Hardback (Palgrave

Macmillan/Springer)
¥17,340

ISBN

9781137441829

【行動遺伝学の動物モデル】
40. Bornstein, M.H. & J.L. Genevro (eds)

34. Gewirtz, J. & Y. Kim (eds)

Animal Models of Behavior Genetics. June
2016, 422pp., Hardback
9781493937752 ¥34,690

(Springer)

ISBN

This stimulating analysis reviews the broad potential of
animal models to foster a deeper understanding of human
pathology, strengthen connections between genetic and
behavioral studies, and develop more effective treatments

Child Development and Behavioral Pediatrics. Originally published in 1996. June 2016,

206pp., Paperback
(Psychology
9781138970298 ¥7,800

洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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【幼児のプライマリケアにおける統合的行動保健学】

【教育とユース・エージェンシィ】

41. Briggs, R. D. (ed)

46. DeJaeghere, J. G. et al. (eds)

Integrated Early Childhood Behavioral
Health in Primary Care: A Guide to Implementation and Evaluation. May 2016, 211pp.,

Hardback
¥18,360

(Springer)

ISBN 9783319318134

This book provides a step-by-step guide to integrating early
childhood behavioral health care into primary care with
hands-on advice for creating, implementing, and evaluating
programs. It discusses the unique advantages of pediatric
primary care as a setting for mental health services from
birth into the early school years, particularly for addressing
parent/child stress and trauma issues.

42. Butterworth, G. & F. Simon (eds)

The Development of Sensory, Motor and
Cognitive Capacities In Early Infancy: From
Sensation To Cognition. Originally published in
1998. June 2016, Paperback
9781138883024 ¥9,100

(Routledge)

ISBN

Responsible Adolescent Development) June 2016,
290pp.,
Hardback
(Springer)
ISBN
9783319333427 ¥18,360
This book offers a comprehensive overview of studies on
youth agency across various parts of the world. It explores
diverse perspectives on education, citizenship and future
livelihoods, modernity and tradition, gender equality, and
social norms and trans-formations as they relate to how
young people construct their agency.

【認知発達に関するネオピアジェ派の理論】
47. Demetriou, A. et al. (eds)

Neo-Piagetian Theories of Cognitive Development: Implications and Applications for
Education. Originally published in 1992. June
2016, 306pp., Hardback
9781138191594 ¥25,760

【発達モデルの社会的構成】
43. Carre, D.M. et al. (eds9

Representing Development: The social construction of models of change. Aug 2016,

224pp.,
Hardback
(Routledge)
9781138853386 ¥24,720

Education and Youth Agency: Qualitative
Case Studies in Global Contexts. (Advancing

ISBN

Representing Development presents the different social
representations that have formed the idea of development in
Western thinking over the past three centuries. Offering an
acute perspective on the current state of developmental
science and providing constructive insights into future
pathways, the bookdraws together twelve contributors with
a variety of multidisciplinary and international perspectives
to focus upon development in fields including biology, psychology and sociology.

(Routledge)

ISBN

Piagetian theory was once considered able to describe the
structure and development of human thought. As a result,
it generated an enthusiasm that it could direct education to
develop new teaching methods, particularly in science and
mathematics. However, disillusionment with Piagetian theory came rather quickly because many of its structural and
developmental assumptions appeared incongruent with
empirical evidence.

【医療状況にある児童および青年のレジリエンス】
48. DeMichelis, C. & M. Ferrari (eds)

Child and Adolescent Resilience Within
Medical Contexts: Integrating Research and
Practice. June 2016, 373pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319322216 ¥22,450

44. Colombo, J. et al. (eds)

Infant Pathways to Language: Methods,
Models, and Research Directions. Originally
published in 2008. May 2016, 336pp., Paperback
(Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781138972711 ¥7,800

(Hardback 2008 ISBN 9780805860634 ¥15,610)

【アイデンティティの宝庫 - 学校内外での貴重な学習
経験】
49. Esteban-Guitart, M.

【障害児への虐待およびネグレクトの防止】
45. Crowley, E. P.

Preventing Abuse and Neglect in the Lives of
Children with Disabilities.
March 2016,
270pp.,
Hardback
9783319304403 ¥18,360

(Springer)

This book explores the social conditions that promote pediatric resilience. It present resilience as a set of complex interpersonal, institutional, and political relationships that
affect young patients’ ability to “do well” in the face of medical adversity.

ISBN

This book addresses the development of our understanding
of the abuse and neglect in the lives of children with disabilities. Disabilities in childhood uniquely dispose children for
their abuse and neglect. Additionally, abuse and neglect
dispose children for dis-abilities.

Funds of Identity: Connecting Meaningful
Learning Experiences In and Out of School.
(Series: Learning in Doing: Social, Cognitive and
Computational Perspectives) Aug 2016, Hardback
(Cambridge U.P.) ISBN 9781107147119 ¥19,720

Drawing on research conducted mostly in Catalonia (Spain),
Moisès Esteban-Guitart outlines a distinct vision of education enhanced by students' identities, which leads to a discussion of the sociocultural factors that shape the
processes of learning. He brings these ideas to life by examining traits of a mobile-centric society, the present-day
ecology of learning, and his three metaphors of learning
(connecting knowledge, connecting minds, and connecting
communities). He then suggests a number of basic princi-
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ples regarding learning for the twenty-first century based on
prior literature in the learning sciences. He presents the
terms 'funds of identity' and 'meaningful learning experiences', and reviews the funds of knowledge approach and
the Vygotskian basis for understanding identity. In the
second part of the book, he illustrates a number of strategies for detecting students' funds of identity and their
meaningful learning experiences, and describes some practical experiences based on the theoretical framework he
adopted.

54. Hazel, C.E.

Empowered Learning in Secondary Schools:
Promoting Positive Youth Development
Through a Multi-Tiered System of Supports.

(Applying Psychology in the Schools) April 2016,
231pp., Hardback (American Psychological Association) ISBN 9781433821912 ¥12,540

【女性とポジティブな歳のとり方】
55. Hollis-Sawyer, L. & A. Dykema-Engblade

50. Franklin, M.B. & B. Kaplan (eds)

Development and the Arts: Critical Perspectives. June 2016, Paperback (Psychology Pr.)

ISBN 9781138876071 ¥9,100

(Hardback 1994 ISBN 9780805804874 ¥16,910)

51. Freedman, D.G.

Human Infancy: An Evolutionary Perspective. Originally published in 1974. June 2016,
212pp.,
Hardback
(Routledge)
9781138669093 ¥23,420

ISBN

52. Goswami, U.C. & P. Bryant

Phonological Skills and Learning to Read.

(Psychology Pr.)

(Paperback ISBN 9781138907485 ¥8,060)
In this classic edition of their ground-breaking work, Usha
Goswami and Peter Bryant revisit their influential theory
about how phonological skills support the development of
literacy. The book describes three causal factors which can
account for children’s reading and spelling development:
Pre-school phonological knowledge of rhyme and alliteration; The impact of alphabetic instruction on knowledge
about phonemes; Links between early spelling and later
reading. This classic edition includes a new introduction
from the authors which evaluates research from the past 25
years. Examining new evidence from auditory neuroscience,
statistical modelling and orthographic database analyses,
as well as new data from cognitive developmental psychology and educational studies, the authors consider how well
their original ideas have stood up to the test of time.

【ビデオゲームは暴力行動を助長するか】
53. Gunter, B.

Does Playing Video Games Make Players
More Violent? May 2016, 283pp., Hardback

(Palgrave
Macmillan/Springer)
9781137579843 ¥17,340

ademic Pr.) ISBN 9780124201361 ¥10,740

This insightful book surveys the latest international research in the fields of psychology, gerontology, and gender
studies related to the aging issues faced by women from
different cohorts, backgrounds, and life situations, and
contains an emphasis on the positive aging perspective in
gerontology research, including theory, practical applications, case studies, and associated intervention strategies

【自閉症スペクトラムにおける前言語的および最小限
の言語的コミュニケーション】

【音韻技能と読みの学習】
May 2016, 162pp., Hardback
ISBN 9781138907454 ¥26,020

Women and Positive Aging: An International
Perspective. Mar 2016, 352pp., Hardback (Ac-

ISBN

This book is an academic work which reviews and critiques
the research literature concerning violent games and their
alleged effects on players. It examines the debates about the
potential effects of these games and the divisions between
scholars working in the field. It places the research on violent video games in the longer historical context of scholarly
work on media violence.

56. Keen, D. et al. (eds)

Prelinguistic and Minimally Verbal Communicators on the Autism Spectrum. May 2016,
280pp.,
Hardback
9789811007118 ¥18,360

(Springer)

ISBN

This book draws on contemporary theory and recent findings to provide researchers, professionals, undergraduate
and graduate students with essential resources, allowing
them to better understand and support children, youth and
adults with autism and significant communication impairments.

【自閉症スペクトラム障害児童への早期介入】
57. Lang, R. et al. (eds)

Early Intervention for Young Children with
Autism Spectrum Disorder. (Evidence-Based
Practices in Behavioral Health) May 2016, 332pp.,
Hardback
(Springer)
ISBN 9783319309231
¥22,450

CONTENTS: Overview of Early Intensive Behavioral Intervention for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder.- Early
Diagnostic Assessment for Autism Spectrum Disorder.Discrete Trial Training.- Pivotal Response Treatment.- Early
Start Denver Model.- Prelinguistic Milieu Teaching.- Enhanced Milieu Teaching.- Training Parents to Implement
Early Interventions to Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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【ろう教育と社会・第 2 版】

63. Raeff, C.

58. Leigh, I.W. & J.F. Andrews

Deaf People and Society: Psychological, Sociological and Educational Perspectives, 2nd
Edition. Aug 2016, 392pp., Hardback (Psychol-

ogy Pr.) ISBN 9781138908130 ¥28,630

(Paperback ISBN 9781138908147 ¥9,100)
Deaf People and Society incorporates multiple perspectives
related to the topics of psychology, education, and sociology,
including the viewpoints of deaf adults themselves. In doing
so, it considers the implications of what it means to be deaf
or hard of hearing and how deaf adults’ lives are impacted
by decisions that professionals make, whether in the clinic,
the school, or when working with family. Each chapter begins with a set of objectives and concludes with suggested
readings for further research. This edition contains 10 new
and original case studies, including ones on hearing children of deaf adults, sudden hearing loss, a young deaf adult
with mental illness, and more. Written by a seasoned
deaf/hearing bilingual team, this unique text continues to
be the go-to resource for students and future professionals
interested in working with deaf and hard-of-hearing persons.

Always Separate, Always Connected: Independence and Interdependence in Cultural
Contexts of Development. June 2016, 312pp.,
Paperback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781138012745
¥9,100

(Hardback 2015 ISBN 9780805842487 ¥15,610)

64. Siegler, R. & E.A. Jenkins

How Children Discover New Strategies. Originally published in 1990. May 2016, 156pp., Paperback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781138972032
¥7,800

65. Stattin, H. & D. Magnusson

Pubertal Maturation in Female Development.
June 2016, Paperback (Psychology Pr.)
9781138882751 ¥9,100

ISBN

(Hardback 1990 ISBN 9780805805956 ¥22,120)

【児童期におけるメディカルおよびンタルヘルス】
59. Nabors, L.

Medical and Mental Health During Childhood: Psychosocial Perspectives and Positive Outcomes. .(Springer Series on Child and

Family Studies)
May 2016, 214pp., Hardback
(Springer) ISBN 9783319311159 ¥15,710

This textbook provides a comprehensive overview of medical
and mental illness in children, detailing how psychological,
aca-demic, and social functioning can be enhanced – and
inherent challenges over-come – in young patients.

60. Overton, W.F. & D.S. Palermo (eds)

The Nature and Ontogenesis of Meaning.
June 2016, Paperback (Psychology Pr.)
9781138876330 ¥9,100

ISBN

(Hardback 1994 ISBN 9780805812114 ¥16,910)
Throughout its evolution, Piaget's theory has placed meaning at the center of all attempts to understand the nature
and development of knowing.

61. Parker, S.T. et al. (eds)

Biology and Knowledge Revisited: From
Neurogenesis to Psychogenesis. (Jean Piaget

Symposia Series) Originally published in 2005.
June 2016, 300pp., Paperback (Psychology Pr.)
ISBN 9781138012790 ¥9,100
62. Pipper, H. (ed)

Touch in Sports Coaching and Physical Education: Fear, Risk and Moral Panic. May
2016, 194pp., Paperback
9781138695412 ¥7,800

(Routledge)

ISBN

【学校における学生の行動 – 新しい見方】
66. Sullivan, A. et al. (eds)

Challenging Dominant Views on Student
Behaviour at School: Answering Back. May
2016, 212pp., Hardback
9789811006265 ¥18,360

(Springer)

ISBN

Presents an alternative perspective on behaviour management in schools. Brings together leading Australian scholars to answer key questions about behaviour in school
environments ‘Answers back’ to calls for authoritarian responses to student behaviour within schools. This is a deliberately provocative book. It critiques current student
behaviour management practices, seeks to explain the
flawed assumptions that justify those practices, and proposes how things could be better for children in our schools
if different practices were adopted.

【習慣 - 児童発達、動物行動、神経生理学の視点】
67. Tighe, T.J. & R.N. Leaton (eds)

Habituation: Perspectives from Child Development, Animal Behavior, and Neurophysiology.
June 2016, 356pp., Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN 9781138640306 ¥25,760

Originally published in 1976, this volume is based on a
conference held in 1974. The purpose of the conference was
to foster communication between those researchers studying habituation or closely related processes in children and
those studying habituation at the level of neurophysiology
and animal behaviour. Within each of these groups there
was burgeoning interest in habituation, yet there had been
little, if any, interaction between them.

(Hardback 2014 ISBN 9780415829762 ¥23,420)
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認知・知覚・記憶

【抽象美術の心理学と哲学】
71. Hackett, P. M.W.

【エンゲストロームの拡張的学習】
68. Engeström, Y.

Studies in Expansive Learning: Learning
What Is Not Yet There. June 2016 Hardback

(Cambridge U.P.) ISBN 9781107105201 ¥19,720

Professor Engeström's exciting approach sees expansive
learning as the central mechanism of transformation in societal practices and institutions. For researchers and practitioners in education, this book provides a conceptual and
practical toolkit for creating and analyzing expansive learning processes with the help of interventions in workplaces,
schools and communities. Chapters 1-3 situate the theory
of expansive learning in the field of learning science. Chapters 4-8 contain empirical studies of expansive learning in
various organizational settings (such as banks, schools and
hospitals). In Chapters 9-10, the author looks at new challenges and possibilities arising from rapidly spreading 'wildfire' activities (disaster relief, for example) and from the
methodology of formative interventions aimed at triggering
and supporting expansive learning. This book provides an
integrative account of recent empirical studies and conceptual developments in the theory of expansive learning, and
serves as a companion volume to Learning by Expanding.

【音声知覚と話し言葉の再認】
69. Gaskell, G.M. & J. Mirković (eds)

Speech Perception and Spoken Word
Recognition. July 2016, 204pp., Hardback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781848724396 ¥23,420

(Paperback 9781848724402 ¥8,320)
Speech Perception and Spoken Word Recognition features
contributions from the field’s leading scientists, and covers
recent developments and current issues in the study of
cognitive and neural mechanisms that take patterns of air
vibrations and turn them ‘magically’ into meaning. The
volume makes a unique theoretical contribution in linking
behavioural and cognitive neuroscience research, and cutting across traditional strands of study, such as adult and
developmental processing.

Psychology and Philosophy of Abstract Art:
Neuro-aesthetics, Perception and Comprehension. April 2016, 146pp., Hardback (Springer)

ISBN 9781137483317 ¥12,240

This book examines how we perceive and understand abstract art in contrast to artworks that represent reality.
Philosophical, psychological and neuroscience research, including the work of philosopher Paul Crowther, are considered and out of these approaches a complex model is
developed to account for this experience.

【色彩と色覚】
72. Kernell, D.

Colours and Colour Vision: An Introductory
Survey. April 2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)

ISBN 9781107083035 ¥17,920

(Paperback ISBN 9781107443549 ¥8,960)
Colours are increasingly important in our daily life but how
did colour vision evolve? How have colours been made,
used and talked about in different cultures and tasks? How
do various species of animals see colours? Which physical
stimuli allow us to see colours and by which physiological
mechanisms are they perceived? How and why do people
differ in their colour perceptions? In answering these questions and others, this book offers an unusually broad account of the complex phenomenon of colour and colour
vision. The book's broad and accessible approach gives it
wide appeal and it will serve as a useful coursebook for upper-level undergraduate students studying psychology, particularly cognitive neuroscience and visual perception
courses, as well as for students studying colour vision as
part of biology, medicine, art and architecture courses.

【言語進化と発達障害】
73. Lian, A.

Language Evolution and Developmental Impairments. May 2016, 310pp., Hardback (Pal-

grave Macmillan/Springer)
¥20,400

【知覚の心理学】
70. Grondin, S.

Psychology of Perception. May 2016, 134pp.,

Hardback
¥15,710

(Springer)

ISBN 9783319317892

CONTENTS: Chapter 1.Psychophysics.- Chapter 2.Physi-cal
and Biological Bases of Hearing.- 3.Hear-ing.- Chapter
4.Biological Bases of Visual Perception.- Chapter 5.Colour
Vision.- Chapter 6.Form Perception.- Chapter 7.Depth Perception.- Chapter 8.Attention.- Appendix A: ROC CURVES.Appendix B: FECHNER’S LAW.- Appendix C: THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ

ISBN 9781137587459

This book gives an account of developmen-tal language
impairment from the perspective of language evolution.Compo-nents of language acquisition and specific language impairments can be mapped to stages in the
evolutionary trajectory of lan-guage.Lian argues that the
learning of procedural skills by early ancestors has served
as pre-adaptation of grammar.

【生涯バイリンガルの研究】
74. Nicoladis, E. & S. Montanari (eds)

Bilingualism Across the Lifespan: Factors
Moderating Language Proficiency. (Language

and the Human Lifespan Series)
June 2016,
496pp., Hardback (American Psychological Association) ISBN 9781433822834 ¥14,330
The study of bilingualism unfolds against a varied backdrop
of sociocultural and sociopolitical factors. While the nature
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of bilingualism and multilingualism has often been misunderstood, the bilingual community is a dynamic and ever-growing part of the global population. This book pioneers
the study of bilingualism across the lifespan and in all its
diverse forms. In framing the newest research within a
lifespan perspective, the editors highlight the importance of
considering an individual's age — from infancy to late
adulthood — when researching how bilingualism affects
language acquisition and cognitive development. A key
theme of the volume is the variability among bilinguals,
which may be due to a host of individual and sociocultural
factors.

【合理的直観／ペーパー版】

【技術史と人間による技術利用の発達】
77. Saariluoma, P. et al.

Designing for Life: A Human Perspective on
Technology Development. May 2016, 257pp.,

Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan/Springer)
9781137530462 ¥18,360

ISBN

This book reviews the history of technology and suggests
how it will continue to develop in relation to human use.
Technology and humans are bound together inextricably as
more of our daily life, and even emotions, are influenced by
objects which in turn are designed to reflect nature.
Throughout the chapters, the authors take readers through
the various uses of technology.

75. Osbeck, L.M. & B.S. Held (eds)

Rational Intuition: Philosophical Roots,
Scientific Investigations. July 2016, Paperback

人格・情動・社会心理学

(Cambridge U.P.) ISBN 9781316621219 ¥7,520

(Hardback 2014 ISBN 9781107022393 ¥22,410)
What is intuition? What constitutes an intuitive process?
Why are intuition concepts important? After many years of
scholarly neglect, interest in intuition is now exploding in
psychology and cognitive science. Moreover, intuition is also
enjoying a renaissance in philosophy. Yet no single definition of intuition appears in contemporary scholarship; there
is no consensus on the meaning of this concept in any discipline. Rational Intuition focuses on conceptions of intuition in relation to rational processes. Covering a broad
range of historical and contemporary contexts, prominent
philosophers, psychologists, and cognitive scientists explore
how intuition is implicated in rational activity in its diverse
forms. In bringing the philosophical history of intuition into
novel dialogue with contemporary philosophical and empirical research, Lisa M. Osbeck and Barbara S. Held invite a
comparison of the conceptions and functions of intuition,
thereby clarifying and advancing conceptual analysis across
disciplines.

【サイバー心理学の応用】
78. Attrill, A. & C. Fullwood (eds)

Applied Cyberpsychology: Practical Applications of Cyberpsychological Theory and Research.
2016, 266pp., Hardback
(Palgrave

Macmillan/Springer)
¥18,360

ISBN

9781137517029

Cyberpsychology is an emerging area of psy-chological
study that aims to understand and explain all facets of
online behaviour.This book brings together overviews from
a number of leading authorities in the field, to suggest how
academic theory and research can be applied to a variety of
online behaviours.

【ボディランゲージ再考】
79. Beattie, G.

Rethinking Body Language: How Hand
Movements Reveal Hidden Thoughts. June

【認知的錯覚ハンドブック・第２版】
76. Pohl, R.F. (ed)

Cognitive Illusions: A Handbook on Fallacies
and Biases in Thinking, Judgement and
Memory, 2nd Edition. July 2016, 496pp.,

Hardback
¥24,720

(Psychology Pr.)

9781138903418

(Paperback ISBN 9781138903425 ¥8,580)
Cognitive Illusions explores a wide range of fascinating
psychological effects in the way we think, judge and remember in our everyday lives. Featuring contributions from
leading researchers, the book defines what cognitive illusions are and discusses their theoretical status: are such
illusions proof for a faulty human information-processing
system, or do they only represent by-products of otherwise
adaptive cognitive mechanisms? Throughout the book,
background to phenomena such as illusions of control,
overconfidence and hindsight bias are discussed, before
considering the respective empirical research, potential explanations of the phenomenon, and relevant applied perspectives. Each chapter also features the detailed
description of an experiment that can be used as classroom
demonstration.

2016, 276pp., Hardback
9780415538886 ¥24,720

(Psychology Pr.)

ISBN

(Paperback ISBN 9780415538893 ¥5,200)
Challenging all of our old assumptions about the subject,
Rethinking Body Language builds on the most recent cutting-edge research to offer a new theoretical perspective on
this subject that will transform the way we look at other
people. In contrast to the traditional view that body language is primarily concerned with the expression of emotions and the negotiation of social relationships, author
Geoff Beattie argues instead that gestures reflect aspects of
our thinking but in a different way to verbal language. Critically, the spontaneous hand movements that people make
when they talk often communicate a good deal more than
they intend.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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Hardback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781138641433
¥31,230

【心理学的類型論におけるエネルギーとパターン】
80. Beebe, J.

Energies and Patterns in Psychological
Type: The reservoir of consciousness. July

2016, 232pp., Hardback
9781138918610 ¥31,230

(Routledge)

ISBN

(Paperback ISBN 9781138922280 ¥8,320)
This book encapsulates John Beebe’s influential work on
the analytical psychology of consciousness. Building on C.
G. Jung’s theory of psychological types and on subsequent
clarifications by Marie-Louise von Franz and Isabel Briggs
Myers, Beebe demonstrates the bond between the eight
types of consciousness Jung named and the archetypal
complexes that impart energy and purpose to our emotions,
fantasies, and dreams. For this collection, Beebe has revised and updated his most influential and significant previously published papers and has introduced, in a brand
new chapter, a surprising theory of type and culture.

Christopher D. Frith has an international reputation as an
eminent scholar and pioneer in the fields of schizophrenia,
consciousness, and social cognition. A specially written introduction gives an overview of his career and contextualises the selection in relation to changes in the field during this
time. This collection reflects the various directions of Frith’s
work, which has become increasingly philosophically oriented throughout his career, and enables the reader to
trace major developments in these areas over the last forty
years. Frith has had his work nominated for the Royal Society Science Book Award and, in 2009, was awarded the
Fyssen Foundation Prize for his work on neuropsychology.
He has also been awarded several prestigious prizes for his
collaborative work with Uta Frith. This book is an essential
read for those students and researchers engaged in the
fields of social cognition, cognitive psychology and consciousness studies.

【成人における愛着】
86. Gillath, O. et al.

【男性とその飼い犬】
81. Blazina, C. & L. R. Kogan (eds)

Men and Their Dogs: A New Understanding
of Man‘s Best Friend. April 2016, 541pp., Hardback (Springer) ISBN 9783319300955 ¥28,570

The healing power of the bond between men and dogs is
explored in this unique book. Three important themes
emerge: attachment, loss, and continued bonds with canine
companions for males across the life span and from various
contextual back-grounds.

82. Bookwala, J. (ed)

Couple Relationships in the Middle and Later Years: Their Nature, Complexity, and Role
in Health and Illness. May 2016, 376pp., Hard-

back (American Psychological Association)
9781433822094 ¥12,540

ISBN

83. Bryant-Davis, T. & L.Comas-Diaz (eds)

Womanist and Mujerista Psychologies:
Voices of Fire, Acts of Courage. June 2016,

288pp., Hardback (American Psychological Association) ISBN 9781433822117 ¥12,540

Adult Attachment: A Concise Introduction
to Theory and Research. April 2016, 352pp.,
Paperback
¥10,740

(Academic Pr.)

ISBN 9780124200203

As a highly accessible reference on attachment theory that
poses commonly asked questions from novices in the field,
this book provides and addresses questions using different
types and levels of analysis, including species, individual,
and relationship levels, working models of attachment, attachment functions and hierarchies, and more

【社会的資本とコミュニティの福祉】
87. Greenberg, A. G. et al. (eds)

Social Capital and Community Well-Being:
The Serve Here Initiative. (Issues in Children‘s

and Families‘ Lives) June 2016, 390pp., Hardback
(Springer) ISBN 9783319332628 ¥18,360

This book provides a comprehensive over-view of how
communities can leverage their social capital to improve
overall quality of life for citizens. In addition, it offers detailed
guidance on the design, implementation, and evaluation of
social capital initiatives.

【ジェンダーの心理学・第５版】
88. Helgeson, V.S.

Psychology of Gender, 5th Edition. July 2016,

84. Case, K. (ed)

Intersectional Pedagogy: Complicating Identity and Social Justice. Aug 240pp., Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN 9781138942967 ¥22,120

(Paperback ISBN 9781138942974 ¥7,800)

【社会的精神の発見】
85. Frith, C.D.

Discovering the Social Mind: Selected works
of Christopher D Frith. Aug 2016, 288pp.,

724pp.,
Hardback
(Routledge)
9781138100343 ¥40,340

ISBN

(Paperback ISBN 9781138186873 ￡105.99)
Noted for its fair and equal coverage of men and women,
this book reviews the research and issues surrounding
gender from multiple perspectives including psychology, sociology, anthropology, and public health, with an emphasis
on the interaction between biological and social theories.
The implications of social roles, status, and gender-related
traits on relationships and health that are central to students' daily lives are emphasized throughout. Students
learn how to distinguish the similarities and differences
between the sexes and the theories that explain the differ-
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ences. Methodological flaws that may impact the observance of sex differences are also examined.

ance, which can often be misleading. Kovac integrates the
existing knowledge of the field of motivation into a greater
theoretical framework by adopting both analytical and holistic perspectives.

【性における経験、意味、アイデンティティ】
89. Horley, J. & J. Clarke

Experience, Meaning, and Identity in Sexuality: A Psychosocial Theory of Sexual Stability and Change. April 2016, 308pp., Hardback

【身体化した道徳性】
93. Narvaez, D.

ISBN

Embodied Morality: Protectionism, Engagement and Imagination.
April 2016,

This book takes the head-scratching out of human sexuality. Personal construct theory provides the foundation for a
psychosocial explanation of sexuality that views everyday
social interaction as key to the development of sexual identity and desires.

In this book the broad, interdisciplinary theory of Triune
Ethics Meta-theory is explored to demonstrate how it explains the different patterns of morality seen in the world
today.

(Palgrave
Macmillan/Springer)
9781137400956 ¥18,360

131pp.,
Hardback
9781137553980 ¥12,240

(Springer)

ISBN

【社会的排除】

【日常生活における政治の社会心理学】

94. Riva, P. & J. Eck (eds)

90. Howarth, C. & E. Andreouli (eds)
ISBN

Social Exclusion: Psychological Approaches
to Understanding and Reducing Its Impact.

(Paperback 9781138814455 ¥8,320)
The Social Psychology of Everyday Politics examines the
ways in which politics permeates everyday life, from the ordinary interactions we have with others to the sense of belonging and identity developed within social groups and
communities. Discrimination, prejudice, inclusion and social change, politics is an on-going process that is not solely
the domain of the elected and the powerful.

From ostracism on the playground to roman-tic rejection,
bullying at work, and social disregard for the aged, individuals are at constant risk of experiencing instances of social
exclusion, including ostracism, rejection, dehumanization,
and discrimination. These phenomena have a powerful impact as testified by their immediate influence on people’s
thoughts, emotions, and behaviors.

The Social Psychology of Everyday Politics.
Aug 2016, 304pp., Hardback (Routledge)
9781138814448 ¥23,420)

June 2016, 540pp., Hardback
9783319330310 ¥28,570

(Springer)

ISBN

【ジェンダー心理学の構築 – フェニミストの立場から】

【偏見と差別の心理学・第３版】

95. Roberts, T. et al. (eds)

91. Kite, M.E. & B.E. Whitley, Jr.

Psychology of Prejudice and Discrimination,
3rd Edition. June 2016, 720pp., Hardback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781138947528 ¥46,850

(Paperback ISBN 9781138947542 ¥19,510)
The Psychology of Prejudice and Discrimination provides a
comprehensive and compelling overview of what psychological theory and research have to say about the nature,
causes, and reduction of prejudice and discrimination. It
balances a detailed discussion of theories and selected research with applied examples that ensure the material is
relevant to students. Newly revised and updated, this edition addresses several interlocking themes, such as research methods, the development of prejudice in children,
the relationship between prejudice and discrimination, and
discrimination in the workplace, which are developed in
greater detail than in other textbooks.

Feminist Perspectives on Building a Better
Psychological Science of Gender. June 2016,
300pp.,
Hardback
9783319321394 ¥22,450

(Springer)

ISBN

This timely and thought-provoking collection explores the
ways in which psychological science interacts with and addresses gender across across varied sub-disciplines in the
field, from a feminist view point. A particular aim of this
volume is to move the conversation of gender in psychology
beyond a difference-only paradigm.

【Mmogo 法®による人間関係および集団における経
験の理解】
96. Roos, V. (ed)

Understanding Relational and Group Experiences through the Mmogo-Method®. May
2016, ca.200pp., Hardback
9783319312224 ¥18,360

【基本的動機づけと人間行動】
92. Kovac, V.B.

Basic Motivation and Human Behaviour:
Control, Affiliation and Self-expression. April

2016, 246pp., Hardcover (Palgrave Macmillan/Springer) ISBN 9781137470553 ¥18,360
This book explores how and why humans are motivated to
act in the ways that they do. The chapters examine the origins of a given action rather than their superficial appear-

(Springer)

ISBN

This volume describes the development and application of
the Mmogo-method® as a pro-jective visual data gathering
method, applied in different contexts and with differ-ent
groups of people.The Mmogo-method® provides a more
profound understanding of personal, relational and group
experiences.
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【親密関係における紛争】

【摂食障害の心理学的・神経生物学的側面】

97. Samp, J.A. (ed)

101.

Communicating Interpersonal Conflict in
Close Relationships: Contexts, Challenges,
and Opportunities. July 2016, 259pp., Hard-

back (Routledge) ISBN 9781138774896 ¥28,630

(Paperback ISBN 9781138774902 ¥8,580)
Communicating Interpersonal Conflict in Close Relationships: Contexts, Challenges, and Opportunities provides a
state-of-the-art review of research on conflict in close personal relationships. This volume brings together both seasoned and new voices in communication research to
address the challenges in evaluating conflict. Contributors
review the current state of research in a particular area,
present an original unpublished data-driven research study
reflecting the topic area, and reflect upon the implications of
their research results with regard to methodological challenges and opportunities in studying interpersonal conflict.

Burkert, N. T.

Psychological and Neurobiological Aspects of
Eating Disorders: A Taste-fMRI Study in Patients Suffering from Anorexia Nervosa.
April 2016, ca.175pp., Paperback (Springer) ISBN
9783658130671 ¥9,530

CONTENTS: Psychological Aspects of Anorexia Nervosa.Structural Changes.- Taste Processing.- Associations between Psychological Symptoms and Neurobiological Aspects.

102.

Dickerson, V. (ed)

Poststructural and Narrative Thinking in
Family Therapy. (AFTA SpringerBriefs in Family

Therapy) May 2016, ca.90pp., Paperback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319314884 ¥10,200

【過去を逃れて - ラカンとフィルム・ノワール】
98. Tyrer, B.

Out of the Past: Lacan and Film Noir. (The

Palgrave Lacan Series) Aug 2016, ca.270pp., Hardback
(Palgrave Macmillan/Springer)
ISBN
9783319309415 ¥18,360

This book presents a new reading of film noir through psychoanalytic theory. In a field now dominated by Deleuzian
and phenomenological approaches to film-philosophy, this
book argues that, far from having passed, the time for Lacan in Film Studies is only just beginning.

103.

Treating Vulnerable Populations of Cancer
Survivors: A Biopsychosocial Approach. July

2016, ca. 195pp., Hardback
9783319323626 ¥13,670

104.

【ナラティブ心理学】
99. Vassilieva, J.

Narrative Psychology: Identity, Transformation and Ethics. July 2016, 200pp., Hardback
(Palgrave Macmillan/Springer)
9781137491947 ¥16,320

ISBN

CONTENTS: Introduction.- Chapter 1.The ‘Narrative Turn’
in Psychology.- Chapter 2.Constructing the Narrative Subject.- Chapter 3.Narrative Subject: Between Continuity and
Transformation.- Chapter 4.Narrative Methodology.- Chapter 5.Narrative Ethics.

(Springer)

ISBN

Hwang, Wei-Chin

Culturally Adapting Psychotherapy for Asian
Heritage Populations: An Evidence-Based
Approach. March 2016, 360pp., Paperback (Aca-

demic Pr.) ISBN 9780128104040 ¥13,430

As a comprehensive guide to the study of psychotherapeutic techniques in the Asian population, this book identifies
the need for culturally adapted psychotherapy and how to
successfully apply culturally adapted treatment protocols

105.

Luxton, D.D. et al.

A Practitioner's Guide to Telemental Health:
How to Conduct Legal, Ethical, and Evidence-Based Telepractice. June 2016, 176pp.,

Paperback
(American Psychological Association)
ISBN 9781433822278 ¥6,260

臨床心理学
100.

Fitzpatrick, T. (ed)

Anderson, E. & M. McCormack

The Changing Dynamics of Bisexual Men‘s
Lives: Social Research Perspectives. March

2016, 193pp., Hardback
9783319294117 ¥18,360

(Springer)

ISBN

106.

Schulenberg, S. E. (ed)

Clarifying and Furthering Existential PsychotherapyTheories, Methods, and Practices.
(SpringerBriefs in Psychology)
June
ca.175pp., Paperback
(Springer)
9783319310855 ¥10,200
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応用心理学

St. George, S. & D. Wulff (eds)

Family Therapy as Socially Transformative
Practice: Practical Strategies. April 2016,

101pp.,
Paperback
9783319291864 ¥10,200
108.

(Springer)

ISBN

114.

Chen, F. et al.

Robust Multimodal Cognitive Load Measurement. May 2016, ca.230pp., Hardback

Sturmey, P. & D. E. Williams

Pica in Individuals with Developmental Disabilities. April 2016, 182pp., Hardback (Springer) ISBN 9783319307961 ¥18,360

109.

【ロバストマルチモーダル認知負荷測定】

Taft, C.T. et al.

Trauma-Informed Treatment and Prevention
of Intimate Partner Violence. May 2016,

232pp., Hardback (American Psychology Association) ISBN 9781433822315 ¥12,540

(Springer) ISBN 9783319316987 ¥19,380

Explores multimodal cognitive load measurement using
physiological and behavioral modalities. Introduces various
computational methods for automatic and real-time cognitive load measurement. Provides models for dynamic workload adjustment and real-time cognitive load measurement
via data streaming.

【災害と公衆衛生・第２版】
115.

Clements, B. & J. Casani

Disasters and Public Health: Planning and
Response, 2nd Edition. Mar 2016, 538pp.,

110.

Taft, C.T. et al.

Trauma-Informed Treatment and Prevention
of Intimate Partner Violence. May 2015,

232pp., Hardback (American Psychological Association) ISBN 9781433822315 ¥12,540

111.

(Springer) ISBN 9783319309088 ¥13,670

This updated and expanded edition examines the critical
intersection between emergency management and public
health, providing a succinct overview of the actions that
may be taken before, during, and after a major public
health emergency or disaster, all in an effort to reduce morbidity and mortality

【リーダーシップ論の将来】
116.

Eberhardt, D. & A. Majkovic

The Future of Leadership - An Explorative
Study into Tomorrow‘s Leadership Challenges. (SpringerBriefs in Psychology) May 2016,

72pp.,
Paperback
9783319314945 ¥10,200

【認知行動療法の技法】
Wenzel, A. et al.

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy Techniques
and Strategies. May 2016, 240pp., Hardback

(American Psychological Association)
ISBN
9781433822377 ISBN 9781433822377 ¥12,540
CONTENTS: Acknowledgments. Introduction. Assessment
and Case Conceptualization. Session Structure and Behavioral Strategies. Problem Solving. Cognitive Restructuring of
Automatic Thoughts. Cognitive Restructuring of Underlying
Beliefs. Relapse Prevention and the Completion of Treatment. Culturally Responsive Cognitive Behavioral Therapy.
Conclusion. References.

113.

ISBN

Wasserman, T. & L. D. Wasserman

Depathologizing
Psychopathology:
The
Neuroscience of Mental Illness and Its
Treatment. May 2016, 153pp., Hardback

112.

Paperback
(Butterworth-Heinemann)
9780128019801 ¥17,910

Zane, N. et al. (eds)

Evidence-Based Psychological Practice with
Ethnic Minorities: Culturally Informed Research and Clinical Strategies. (Series: Cultural,

Racial, and Ethnic Psychology) June 2016, 320pp.,
Hardback
(American Psychological Association)
ISBN 9781433820892 ¥12,540

(Springer)

ISBN

CONTENTS: Chapter 1.Megatrends as a challenge for the
future of leadership.- Chapter 2.Study «Think Tank» Future
of Leadership.- Chapter 3.Lead-ership of the future: Everything different or the same the same?.- Appendix.

【組織内における信頼関係の構築と建設的紛争管理】
117.

Euwema, M. et al. (eds)

Building Trust and Constructive Conflict
Management in Organizations. (Industrial Re-

lations & Conflict Management) May 2016, 230pp.,
Hardback
(Springer)
ISBN 9783319314730
¥20,400
This book presents the most recent theoretical insights and
practical intervention methods to (re)build trust between
management and organized employees in organizations.
Offering a multidisciplinary perspective on trust and conflict
management in organizations, the book draws from diverse
fields such as organizational psychology, business, law, industrial relations and sociology.
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【消費者の選択としての嗜癖】
118.

Foxall, G.

Addiction as Consumer Choice: Exploring
the Cognitive Dimension. Feb 2016, 222pp.,

Hardback
¥24,720

(Routledge)

ISBN 9780415703208

The answer is sought in a methodology that indicates why
and where cognitive explanation is necessary, the form it
should take, and the outcomes of employing it to understand addiction. It applies the Behavioral Perspective Model
(BPM) of consumer choice, a tried and tested theory of more
routine consumption, ranging from everyday product and
brand choice, through credit purchasing and environmental
despoliation, to the more extreme aspects of consumption
represented by compulsion and addiction. The book will
advance debate among behavioral scientists, cognitive psychologists, and other professionals about the nature of
economic and social behavior.

【ラウトリッジ社の行動経済学ハンドブック】
119.

ISBN 9781138821149 ¥39,040

There is no doubt that behavioral economics is becoming a
dominant lens through which we think about economics.
Behavioral economics is not a single school of thought but
representative of a range of approaches, and uniquely, this
volume presents an overview of them.

Geller, E.S.

Applied Psychology: Actively Caring for People. March 2016, 706pp., Paperback (Cambridge
U.P.) ISBN 9781107417625 ¥10,750

【消費者経済学・第 3 版】
121.

123.

Hermans, H. (ed)

Assessing and Stimulating a Dialogical Self
in Groups, Teams, Cultures, and Organizations. May 2016, 170pp. 15 illus., 5 illus.in color.
Hardcover
¥18,360

(Springer)

ISBN 9783319324814

This book presents 9 theory-based and practice-oriented
methods for assessing and stimulating a multi-voiced dialogical self in the context of groups, teams, cultures, and
organizations. All of these methods are based on Dialogical
Self Theory. The book deals with the practical implications
of this theory as applied in the areas of coaching, training,
and counselling.

【消費者行動への価値の影響】
124.

Kostelijk, E.

The Influence of Values on Consumer Behaviour: The value compass. Aug 2016, 200pp.,
Hardback
¥24,720

(Routledge)

ISBN 9781138676473

Substantial progress has been made in the conceptualization of values within psychology. The importance of values
is also acknowledged in marketing, and companies use
values to describe the core associations of their brand. Yet
despite this, the values concept has received limited attention in marketing theory. The Influence of Values on Consumer Behaviour aims to bridge the gap between the
conceptual progress of values in psychology, and the current practice in marketing and branding literature. It proposes the ‘Value Compass’, a comprehensive value system
that is cross-culturally applicable to consumer behaviour
and brand choice.

Goldsmith, E.B.

Consumer Economics: Issues and Behaviors,
3rd Edition. June 2016, 562pp., Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN 9781138846586 ¥15,610

From identity theft to product recalls, from what we once
thought of as unshakeable institutions to increasing concerns about sustainability, consumer issues are an integral
part of modern life. This fully updated third edition of Consumer Economics offers students an accessible and thorough guide to the concerns surrounding the modern
consumer and brings to light the repercussions of making
uninformed decisions in today’s economy.

【行動経済学の哲学的諸問題】
122.

【集団、ティーム、文化、組織における対話的自己の評
価とシミュレーション】

Frantz, R. et al. (eds)

Routledge Handbook of Behavioral Economics. July 2016, 432pp., Hardback (Routledge)

120.

achieved by using theoretical and methodological resources
of psychology. Its fundamental idea is that the relationship
between psychology and economics cannot be subsumed
under standard philosophical accounts of intertheoretical
relations.

【今日のリーダーシップ】
125.

Marques, J. & S. Dhiman (eds)

Leadership Today: Practices for Personal
and Professional Performance. June 2016,
ca.400pp.,
Hardback
9783319310343 ¥17,340

(Springer)

ISBN

This textbook provides a clear understand-ing of leadership
needs in today’s business world, explained within the scope
of hard and soft leadership skills.It captures qualities and
skills such as spirituality, empathy, moral behavior, mindfulness, empathy, problem solving, self-confidence, ambition, knowl-edge, global understanding, and information
technology.

Heidl, S.

Philosophical Problems of Behavioural Economics. May 2016, 164pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9781138639195 ¥24,720

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ

The goal of behavioural economics is to improve the explanatory and predictive power of economics. This can be
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【子どもとの面接 - 司法における会話の科学】
126.

Poole, D.A.

Interviewing Children: The Science of Conversation in Forensic Contexts. June 2016,

232pp., Hardback (American Psychological Association) ISBN 9781433822155 ¥12,540

Whether as eyewitnesses or victims, children are often interviewed to provide evidence for forensic investigations. But
strategies that may work for interviewing adults often do not
work on children. Because of children's incomplete language development, their greater risk of retrieving inaccurate information in response to memory cues, and their
desire to say what they think the interviewer wants to hear
(whether truthful or not), their testimony can be unreliable.
Sometimes, the interviewer's challenge is a child who does
not want to talk at all. In Interviewing Children: The Science
of Conversation in Forensic Contexts, Debra Poole introduces the science of interviewing children by explaining the
problems that can arise when adults talk to children and
how a forensic perspective mitigates these problems. She
discusses child development considerations and presents a
flexible approach to interviewing children. Through her descriptions of best practices, brief summaries of supporting
research, example interview dialogs, answers to common
questions from practitioners, and a final section for trainers
and policymakers, Poole provides a roadmap for anyone
working in a forensic context.

130.

Siegrist, J. & M. Wahrendorf (eds)

Work Stress and Health in a Globalized
Economy: The Model of Effort-Reward Imbalance. (Aligning Perspectives on Health, Safety
and Well-Being) June 2016, 390pp., Hardback
(Springer) ISBN 9783319329352 ¥22,450

This book provides a comprehensive, updated summary of
research evidence on the effects of stressful working and
employment conditions on workers’ health, as based on one
of the worldwide leading theoretical models, effort-reward
imbalance. It offers three innovative features that are appealing for research as well as for policy.

131.

Proksch, S.

Conflict Management. (Management for Professionals) May 2016, 96pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319318837 ¥11,220
This book draws on a wide range of practical examples to
describe how conflicts within organisations are traditionally
managed and the complementary conflict management
methods that can be employed. Stephan Proksch clearly
explains these innovative methods and their potential applications. The central focus is on mediation as an effective
form of conflict resolution.

128.

【グローバル経済における職場のストレス】

【コーチング心理学】

【コンフリクト・マネジメント】
127.

obstacles to learning from failure and explores how they can
be overcome. A range of topics are discussed that include
why some people have a more negative emotional reaction
to failure than others and how these negative emotions can
be managed; why some people delay the decision to terminate a poorly performing entrepreneurial venture; anti-failure biases and stigmatism in organizations and
society; and the role that the emotional content of narratives
plays in the sense-making process. This thought-provoking
book will appeal to academic researchers, graduate students and professionals in the fields of entrepreneurship
and industrial psychology.

van Zyl, L. E. et al. (eds)

Coaching Psychology: Meta-theoretical perspectives and applications in multicultural
contexts. May 2016, 443pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319310107 ¥25,510

This book offers detailed strategies, methodologies, approaches, practice guidelines, and policy implications effective for professional coaching on the individual, group and
organizational level. It details empirical research-based and
theoretical perspectives on coaching psychology as well as
elaborates upon the fundamentals within multi-cultural
contexts.

Qassim Jawad, A. & W. Scott-Jackson

Redefining Well-Being in Nations and Organizations: A Process of Improvement.

2016, 233pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan/Springer) ISBN 9781137572448 ¥21,430

【起業家の失敗からの教訓】
129.

Shepherd, D. et al.

Learning from Entrepreneurial Failure:
Emotions, Cognitions, and Actions. March

2016, 342pp., Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
9781107129276 ¥22,410

ISBN

Learning from Entrepreneurial Failure provides an important counterweight to the multitude of books that focus
on entrepreneurial success. Failure is by far the most
common scenario for new ventures and a critical part of the
entrepreneurial process is learning from failure and having
the motivation to try again. This book examines the various

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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アメリカ心理学会の

臨床心理学ハンドブック・全 5 巻
APA Handbook of

Clinical Psychology
Editors-in-Chief: John C. Norcross, PhD, ABPP,
Gary R. VandenBos, PhD, ABPP, and Donald K. Freedheim, PhD
2016 年 6 月出版 全 5 巻／2760 ページ

ハードカバー

\160,450

The 5-volume APA Handbook of Clinical Psychology reflects the state-of-the-art in clinical psychology —
science, practice, research, and training.
The Handbook provides a comprehensive overview of: the history of clinical psychology, specialties and
settings, theoretical and research approaches, assessment, treatment and prevention, psychological
disorders, health and relational disorders, health promotion, educational paths, psychologists'
development, ethics and standards, professional organizations, and future directions of clinical
psychology.
With content incorporating the editorial board's commitment to the themes of diversity, evidence-based
practices, and international contributions, this addition to the APA Handbooks in Psychology® series will
be an essential resource for students, researchers, educators, and practitioners.

CONTENTS:
Volume 1. Roots and Branches

IV. Other Professional Activities

Volume 4. Psychopathology and
Health

I. History
II. Specialties
III. Emerging Specialties
IV. Settings

I. Diagnosis and Classification
II. Psychological Disorders
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Volume 2. Theory and Research

Volume 5. Education and
Profession

I. Theoretical Approaches
II. Research Approaches

Volume 3. Applications and
Methods
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III. Prevention
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